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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that

form the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a

foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year

prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

Claims 1-34 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being unpatentable by

Christfort et al (US Pub 2002/0078168) hereafter known as Christfort.

Consider Claim 29, Christfort disclosed A computer readable media storing

instructions to be executed by a processor of a computer

system (Christfort, [0298]), said processor of the computer system executing an

integrated development environment (IDE) for generating code for executing in a

client-server environment (Christfort, [0080], Christfort discloses an IDE for executing

code), said instructions defining an extensible mechanism for executing said code on a

server that (Christfort, [0081], [0084]), when deployed on said computer system, adapts

said IDE (Christfort, [0080]-[0084]) to: process an input object identifying code for

executing on one of a plurality of servers (Christfort, [0022], Christfort disclosed on

identifying several types of input objects which can be used for coding for the
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application) said processing using a view list of at least one input object element

(Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses on view several input object codes which are

presented to the user), each input object element processing a type of code identified

by the input object to output a deployable object (Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses

on how the application code is selected by an object on the interface, and the

application code may be executed in a response to a request for a service from an end

user); process the deployable object using a server list of at least one server element to

determine the one of the plurality of servers for

executing the code (Christfort, [0062], Christfort does show the server list for example

containing host servers on a portal page), each server element enabling the deployable

object to execute on a particular server and outputting a launchable object (Christfort,

[0094]-[0095], Christfort disclosed on how objects/created applications are launched via

the system); and process the launchable object using a launcher list of at least one

client element to determine a client for launching the code on the one of the

plurality of servers (Christford, [0093], Christfort indicates on how portal-to-go XML

document or application program containing the code generates the output, and how

the output is launched by the system).

Claim 1 , has similar limitations as Claim 29, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 1

.
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Consider Claim 2, Christfort disclosed method of claim 1 wherein

processing the input object to identify the code for executing on the one of

the plurality of servers (Christfort, [0022], Christfort disclosed on identifying several

types of input objects which can be used for coding for the application) includes using a

view list of at least one input element for processing a type of code identified by the

input object (Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses on view several input object codes

which are presented to the user), processing the generated code includes using a

server list of at least one server element for determining the one of the plurality of

servers (Christford, [0093], Christfort indicates on how portal-to-go XML document or

application program containing the code generates the output, and how the output is

launched by the system), and identifying the one of the plurality of client applications

includes using a launcher list of at least one client element for launching the one of the

plurality of client applications (Christfort, [0062], Christfort does show the server list for

example containing host servers on a portal page).

Consider Claim 3, Christfort disclosed method of claim 2 wherein at least one of the

view list (Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses on view several input object codes which

are presented to the user), server list (Christfort, [0062], Christfort does show the server

list for example containing host servers on a portal page) and launcher list is extensible

to accommodate additional respective elements (Christford, [0093], Christfort indicates

on how portal-to-go XML document or application program containing the code

generates the output, and how the output is launched by the system).
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Claim 4, has similar limitations as Claim 3, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 3.

Claim 5, has similar limitations as Claim 3, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 3.

Consider Claim 6, Christfort disclosed the method of Claim 1, wherein processing the

input object comprises (Christfort, [0022], Christfort disclosed on identifying several

types of input objects which can be used for coding for the application): analyzing the

input object to determine an input object element for processing the input object

(Christfort, [0080], Christfort discloses on what the input object is); and processing the

input object using the determined input object element (Christfort, [0086], Christfort

discloses on how the object code is created and developed).

Claim 7, has similar limitations as Claim 6, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 6.

Consider Claim 8, Christfort disclosed the method of Claim 1 , wherein the

processing the generated code comprises: analyzing a server element for enabling a

deployable object (Christfort, [0087]-[0088], Christfort disclosed on how the portal XML

to go is analyzed); and processing the deployable object using the determined server
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element (Christfort, [0093], Christfort disclosed on how the object is deployed with the

aid of the XML document).

Consider Claim 9, Christfort disclosed the method of Claim 8 including

processing user input (Christfort, [0091], Christfort discloses on how user input is

obtained) to determine the server element (Christfort, [0091], [0093]).

Consider Claim 10, Christfort disclosed the method of claim 1 wherein identifying

the one of the plurality of client applications (Christfort, [0095], Christfort disclosed on

which identifying the list of applications available) comprises: analyzing a launchable

object to determine a client element for processing the launchable object (Christfort,

[0094], Christfort disclosed on how the newly created application is launched); and

processing the launchable object using the determined client element (Christfort, [0094]-

[0095]).

Consider Claim 1 1 , Christfort disclosed the method of claim 10, including processing

user input to determine the server element (Christford, [0091]).
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Claim 12, has similar limitations as Claim 29, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 29.

Claim 13, has similar limitations as Claim 2, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 2.

Claim 14, has similar limitations as Claim 3, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 3.

Consider Claim 15, Christfort disclosed the extensible mechanism of Claim 12 wherein

said server mechanism comprises a server list of at least one server element

(Christford, [0075]-[0076]), each server element enabling the deployable object to

execute on a particular server and processing the deployable object for outputting a

launchable object (Christford, [0076]).

Claim 16, has similar limitations as Claim 3, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 3.
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Claim 17, has similar limitations as Claim 10, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 10.

Claim 18, has similar limitations as Claim 3, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 3.

Consider Claim 19, Christfort disclosed the extensible mechanism of claim 12 wherein

said extensible mechanism is adapted to launch the one of the plurality of client

applications (Christfort, [0095], Christfort disclosed on which identifying the list of

applications available) determined in response to the launchable object for

executing the code on the one of the plurality of servers (Christford, [0093], Christfort

indicates on how portal-to-go XML document or application program containing the

code generates the output, and how the output is launched by the system).

Consider Claim 20, Christfort disclosed extensible mechanism of claim 12 wherein at

least one of said view mechanism, server mechanism, and launcher

mechanism (Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses on view several input object codes

which are presented to the user) is extensible whereby said view mechanism is

extensible to accommodate a plurality of code types (Christfort, [0022]), said server

mechanism is extensible to accommodate a plurality of servers (Christfort, [0062],
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Christfort does show the server list for example containing host servers on a portal

page) and said launcher mechanism is extensible to accommodate a plurality of client

applications (Christfort, [0095]-[0096]).

Consider Claim 21 , Christfort disclosed extensible mechanism of claim 12

wherein said view mechanism (Christfort, [0022], Christfort discloses on view several

input object codes which are presented to the user) is adapted to analyze the input

object to determine an input object element for processing the input object and process

the input object using the determined input object element (Christford, [0080]-[0084],

Christford discloses on how the input entered is analyzed and processed by the

system).

Claim 22, has similar limitations as Claim 21, therefore it is rejected under the

same rational as Claim 21.

Claim 23, has similar limitations as Claim 15, therefore it is rejected under the

same rational as Claim 15.
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Claim 24, has similar limitations as Claim 23, therefore it is rejected under the

same rational as Claim 23.

Consider Claim 25, Christfort disclosed the extensible mechanism of claim 21 wherein

said launcher mechanism (Christfort, [0094]-[0095]) is adapted to analyze the

launchable object to determine a client element for processing the launchable object

(Christfort, [0091]); and process the launchable object using the determined client

element (Christford, [0090]-[0091]).

Consider Claim 26, Christford disclosed the extensible mechanism of claim 25 wherein

said launcher mechanism is further adapted for processing user input to determine the

server element (Christford, [0091]).

Consider Claim 27, Christfort disclosed extensible mechanism of claim 12 wherein said

extensible mechanism is adapted to be integrated into an integrated development

environment (Christfort, [0080]).

Consider Claim 28, Christfort disclosed a computer program product embodied in a

computer readable medium having instructions that are to be executed by a processor
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to have a computer system perform a method in accordance with claim 1 (Christfort,

[0298]).

Consider Claim 30, Christfort disclosed computer readable media (Christfort, [0298]). of

claim 29 wherein said IDE (Christfort, [0080]) is further adapted for modifying at least

one of the view list, server list and launcher list (Christfort, [0084]).

Claim 31 , has similar limitations as Claim 30, therefore it is rejected under the same

rational as Claim 30.

Consider Claim 32, Christford disclosed the method of maintaining an extensible

mechanism for executing server side code in a client-server environment comprising:

maintaining at least one of:

a view list of at least one input object element (Christford, [0080], Christford discloses a

list of inputs which are available to the user), each input object

element processing a type of code identified by the input object to output a deployable

object (Christford, [0080]-[0084]) a server list of at least one server element to

determine one of a plurality of servers for executing the code (Christford, [0091],

Christford disclosed on any numbers of servers can be used), each server element

enabling the deployable object to execute on a particular server and outputting a
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launchable object (Christford, [0095], Christfort discloses on how a objects are

launched); and a launcher list of at least one client element to determine one of a

plurality of client applications (Christford, [0076]) for launching the code on the one of

the plurality of servers (Christfort, [0062], Christfort does show the server list for

example containing host servers on a portal page).

Consider Claim 33, Christford disclosed the method of claim 32 wherein the step of

maintaining comprises at least one of: generating a respective element; adding a

respective element; configuring a respective element; and deleting a respective element

from at least one of the view list (Christford, [0080], Christford disclosed on how

elements can be entered/modified when being configured to be used in the system),

server list (Christford, [0075]-[0076], [0095] Christford disclosed on which server to be

used), and launcher list (Christford, [0095], gives the option to launch a specific

application).

Consider Claim 34, Christford disclosed the method of claim 32 comprising executing

server code using at least one of the view list, server list and launcher list (Christford,

[0080]).

Response to Arguments

Applicant's arguments with respect to the claims have been considered but are

moot in view of the new ground(s) of rejection.
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Conclusion

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to ANISH SIKRI whose telephone number is 571-270-

1783. The examiner can normally be reached on 8am - 5pm Monday - Friday.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, Tonia Dollinger can be reached on 571-272-4170. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

Anish Sikh

a.s.

December 18, 2008

/Tonia LM Dollinger/

Supervisory Patent Examiner, Art Unit 2443


